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Talk
tome!

COMMUNICATING IS HEALTHY :

Membership Directory : The following are

but just two of the many messages re-

ceived with the questionnaire . The most
frequent suggestions though came in all
kinds of variations of a letterdrop,
with one officer acting as a go—between.

Welcome to the new column called " Talk to Me " . The very first article
brought out into the open the question of a membership directory of the
AMPS, and this dogma warrants additional consideration.

We all know that the American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS) is an
affiliate of the American Philatelic Society (APS) . lt is assumed that

a number of our members are also members of the APS. If such is the case,
then it is known to these members that, the APS publishes approximately
every two years a membership directory which is very voluminous, and Tt

not only contains the name of the member, but also his membership number,
address, and his collecting interests. Some members are listed with simp -
ly a City and State, others again with their full address, and quite a
number of members are listed with their Post office box address . Such a
list has been missed for many years in the AHPS, as same could be of
tremendous help to every member when he wishes to contact another member,
especially when one collects a specialized area, such as we do . Are the
Board of Directors holier than the APS 1

Yes it is true that in todays' world one wants to protect his treasures
to the greatest extent possible.This can easily be done by either having
a Post office box, or have the mail received at a place other than your
home, or have an unlisted telephone number, Unfortunately we cannot pro -
tect ourselves against all elements of evil, but we can certainly try to
do so . By having a name and collecting interests published, which list,
it is assumed, will only go to members of the Society, would certainly
not put you into greater Jeopardy than heretofore . After all you look
forward to receiving your monthly TELL Journal and enjoy reading its
contents. Are you aware that this piece of mail can put you in Just as
much danger, if not more, than having a membership directory 1 Just look
at the first page of TELL, which lists all the officers, their addresses,
and even telephone numbers . Would they not be running a greater risk of
security, than any of us ? Therefore, let's get on the ball and issue
the long awaited membership directory .

J . Steinberg

In regard to the discussion as to whether to
have an AHPS directory with or without members'
addresses and phone numbers, I don't understand
why this always seems to be approached on the basis
of either one or the other.

It seems to me that the obvious and simple
solution, and one which should not upset anyone, is
to give the option to each member . My guess is that
most members would not object to address being listed.

Michael Blume
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A few went as far as threatening to quit

if we were to publish a directory with

their names in it . At least one member

reports three burglaries within the last

13 months (stamps luckily not affected).

There were other paints of view : " If
they have your name they will have your

address in no time, " or " . . .the address

label on TELL is your first crack in

the armour," or " . . . belong to several
c . societies, never heard of a problem
as long as I remember . " So here you

have it . The survey indicates that

there is a genuine interest among most
members to see a directory in one form

or another, simply to make contact
with other collectors of similar in-

terests . The numbers were : 40%, for a

full-fledged directory, 30% for a mo-

dified one, and 30 no or no opinion.
Thus, further consideration by the

board seems to be advised . My last

word : 1) Preparing, updating, and pro-

ducing a directory is a time consum-

ing task, keeping in mind that America
is in constant flux . We do change

locations, houses, post office box
numbers, phone numbers and may be

even collecting habits more often than

anyone in this world . 2) A letter
forwarding system is not recommended

for the simple reason that AMPS does
not have an administration per se

with secretaries and go-fers, the bur-

den imposed on a given officer to han-
dle the extra traffic of mail would
be quite unfair.

The Postal History Study Group of our

society is alive and well. During 1982

four PHSG Newsletters were circulated
to group members ; total content was 20
pages, including a 10-page translation

"The Postal History of the Rigi." To

start 1983 with a bang, the March 1st

Newsletter contains a 9-page transla-
tion "The Correspondence of the Civi-
lian Refugees and Immigrants in

Switzerland, 1939-1945, and its Cen-

sorship."* - Membership in the PHSG is
free to any AHPS member with a healthy

interest in Swiss postal history, an-
cient or modern . For more information

contact the PHSG chairman, Charles J.
LaBlonde, POB 264, Chelmsford MA 01824.

For all those members who have indi-

cated in the questionnaires that they

would like to see more articles in TELL

about postal history, here is your
chance . As in the past, TELL will pick

up any article from the PHSG that will
hold, in the opinion of the editor

the attention of an audience of gene-

ral collectors . A review of the material

published by the PHSG during the last

7 years shows a tremendous wealth of

articles you will not be able to read

anywhere else, just perfect for all
of you who said that they can't know

enough about Swiss philately and read
anything they can put their hands on.

PHSG's material is not just anything,

it ' s tops, and the chairman states that

he takes a very broad view of what

constitutes postal history . So, the

Newsletter is a forum for the exchange

of ideas and information on all facets

of Swiss PH.

The p(r)oofreader went to bed early:

Please correct Howard Bauman's zip

code as reported on page 59 in Feb.
(that bugger folio fell off too), to

53095 before you order any slide shows.

Heinz Lippman from Toronto, Canada,

would like to make contact with AHPS

members in the greater Toronto area.
Anyone interested please call him at
416-7819978.

Thank you Tom Stich and Paul Lienhardt

for your kind donations . In the same

line, all pledges made on the question-

naire are hereby acknowledged . We pro-
bably will not take you up on it as

we are planning something more exciting
where all can participate . More later.

Member Stuart Goodstein would like to

know if there are other members who

share his interest in Swiss Numismatics,
and would be considering setting up a

Swiss Coin Collectors Society.

*TELL will carry this article in its
entirety, starting with the April issue.

It will make a very nice continuation

of the Walton article coming to an end
in this issue . Comments have been very

favorable, Ed, this was a real fine
piece. Let's have the next one!
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Member Victor Ulrich, also a "brass-

pounder" (wireless nut to us) with the

call WA2DIG, made contact with a Swiss
author of a soon-to-be published title

SWISS HIGH-SEAS FLEET . Victor promised

to donate a copy of same as soon as it
becomes available . Then maybe someone

can continue Felix Ganz' story reprint

from the Nov. 82 issue .

Member Ken Barlow, as a collector of

Bundesfeier cards, would like to learn
more about the various flights that

took place on the 1st of August on se-
veral occasions, producing special

cancels etc . Specifically, Ken would

like to know of any reference material

that is already translated in English.
AERO specialists to the rescue:

The survey was an unqualified success . The first four weeks produced a res-

ponse of 50% together with a bucket full of extra correspondence . A few are

still coming in every day . To state it mildly, I was ever so slightly inun-

dated . It takes 3 man/hours to record, tabulate, and analyze 10 questionnaires.

The typing is extra, and some of you were griping that you had to look up

my name on page 2 . . . tough, tough : - Herewith some of my findings . Some of the

items will have to wait another month, as I will take the easy ones first.
Incidentally, all figures mentioned pertain to the total responses received,

not to the total membership as I cannot speak for the other half.

TELL and typesetting : Although 75% indicated that they would be willing to

pay a few Dollars more for a fancier looking TELL (54 was the median

consensus) all indications are that the majority is quite happy with TELL's pre-

sent "new" look, and a few stated that contents is all that counts . Conclu-

sion : There is no apparent need to spend more of your money for typesetting.

Maybe what I should get is a better typewriter, particularly for some of our

elders who have trouble reading my small type . If anyone can put their hands

on a decently priced IBM Selectric let me know.

Mug-shots: While about 50% thought that it would be a good idea to see a few

more faces, some find it would not materially add to the quality of the pub-

lication. Therefore, I think we will leave it up to our future contributors

to include one or not.

About you as a collector:
- 80% consider themselves as advanced collectors, 12% think they are beginners,

8% are experts in one category or another.

- We are mostly middle-aged, exactly 50% 40-60 years young, none reported in
under 20, 17% 20-40, 32% 60-80, and 2 gentlemen said they were over 80.

- You are all old hands at collecting stamps, the average being 33 years, but

you have picked up Switzerland for only 19 years of those.
- For 40% of you Switzerland is the primary collecting area, and for 10% it's

the only thing you collect, I wish I were in that group . ..
- The list of other country collections is long and spans the globe . USA is
by nature first, Canada second, Germany, UN, and Austria third . Surprisingly,
few topical (thematic) collections were indicated . (Liechtenstein was inclu-

ded with Switzerland for this count .)
- You are mostly American citizens, over 90%, Canadian and Swiss splitting

the difference.
- The reasons stated for starting Swiss collecting are as diverse as they can
be, but three stand out clearly : 1) You love everything that is Swiss, country,

people, mountains, clean streets, and more . 2) You love the design and print

quality of Swiss stamps and stationery . 3) You are either related to or are
a descendant of a Swiss . By the lack of language knowledge indicated I would

guess that you are already 2-3 generations removed from the original immigrants

in your family.
- 60% of you belong to APS and 50% belong in addition to some other stamp

society or club .

	

To be continued next month.
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That's what some members want us to write about in
TELL . Are you crazy? IT IS TABU, or at least it's

the easiest way to get to a bloody nose . As a fact,

it's about the most precarious undertaking as there
is no real way to make an overall statement that will

cover the whole scene accurately without rattling

someone in one corner or the other, while being ob-
jective and unbiased without drowning in

generalities . Since I have faced bigger dragons before, I'll
give it a try anyhow, mainly because we can cover a

lot of ground of diverse nature all somehow related

to cost . Since this is only one man's opinion and

nobody I know of is perfect, all comments, corrections, and illustrative
examples are welcome . The true cost of stamps, first and above all, have some-

thing to do with you . Some of the critical parameters have to be defined

first by you . These are some:
	 (To be continued next month)

Here are two examples you can test
and hone your own purchasing skills

with. The first one is of a better
Swiss item of modern times and shows

up quite often in auctions (like all

5/S. Described in a current auc-
tion cat . as follows : *0 B-206,

unused but cancelled(!, this guy is
really on the ball) souvenir

sheet, FVF, NH, 0G, cat. val. $285.00++.

1 . The cancellation is a FD from the

show's bureau . 2 . Zumstein lists it

as FOC at 450 sFr., and the FO cat.

discounts it for being off cover only
by 5 Fr. At the current conversion

rate of 2 :1 that sheet is worth on

the home turf the equivalent of $222,
if we want to assume that all Swiss

retail is conducted at 100% Zumstein
values (more to that elsewhere .)

Incidentally, the Premiu m for a FD

cancel is only about 5% for this

item. It must have been a well-at-

tended show . . . Now, as to the real

question : How much would you pay for

this item at

a) an international auction

b) a local US auction

c) at a Swiss dealer

d) at a US dealer (dealing in Swiss

primarily)
e) at a bourse in Switzerland

f) at a bourse in the States?

and what is this thing the

auctioneer wants you to believe when he

marks $285.00++? What does he know
you don't? Smoke screen or what?

The second item below is from an
int . auction. Described as follows:

1932 (Sept .25) GORDON BENNETT souv.
p .card, per balloon "Helvetia" BASLE
to EBRACH, Blue G .Bennett souv.

Balloon pmk & black & red perf . vign .,
VF, addr. Estimated price 172.

This example is really addressed to

all AERO philatelists . This writer
has tried many times with reasonable
bids to obtain flight material but

time and again has come out empty-
handed . In this case let's extra-

polate what Zumstein Spezial says:

Continued next month, as well as

CTO promised for this issue.
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SWISS PRIMER
VII : SPECIAL ON PERFINS

	

by FELIX GANZ

A number of members have expressed themselves in the questionnaire that they

were not familiar with perfins . The following article, written by our resident

expert, is highly informative and will release a few "OH SHUCKS" from some of

us who used to throw the stuff away . Remember, Hans Wetter, you read it first

right hare in TELL:

This "Primer" instalment is written by request, and as a by-
product of our editor's membership poll. Having been one of
the collators and editors, as well as the typist for the in-
itial Perfin Catalogue/Album of Switzerland (1972 ; published
in English and German by the U .S .Perfins Club and long ex-
hausted), and having shown, apparently as the first one ever,
a perfin collection of Swiss stamps at GABRA '76 and LEMANEX
'78, my credentials seem to be adequate for this article.

So here goes: PERFINS, or stamps with PERForated INitials or
INsignia, were (and in some countries still are) stamps (and
in rare cases, postal paper such as postal cards or wrappers)
used on commercial or official mail , into which -- before
using them -- a certain design, letters, initials, or figur-
es were applied . This had its origin in trying to control
their authorized, as well as to prevent their unauthorized use.

Perforation of stamps (into the design, that is) was
invented by the Englishman Sloper in 1867 and authorized for use

by private parties or firms in 1868 by edict of the British
postal authorities . This control system of trying to pre-
vent greedy or chiseling employees from helping themselves
to a firm's postage stamps and returning them to the post of-
fice for cash (a practice still possible in many countries)
followed an earlier practice of overprinting, initially on

the front, but later on the back of postage
stamps, a firm's name, initials, or even ad-
vertisements (Figs. 1 - 3).

First known bus- Business overprints on the
iness overprint reverse of early Queen Vic- Commercial ad-
on the front of toria stamps of Britain . vertising (re-
the stamp of Ox-

	

verse of QV New
ford Union Soc . Fig. 1.	 Fig. 2 . 	 Fig. 3: Zealand stamps.
Other countries adopted the British stamp perforating patent
soon thereafter, and firms in most parts of the globe con-
sidered this control system most advantageously helpful.
In Switzerland the official permission for firms' use of
perf ins on their commercial mail was given by postal edict
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No .121 of April 22, 1876 in which all postmasters were told
to honor such perforated stamps in the same manner as plain
stamps . But at least one firm, the Société Credit Suisse, in
its Zürich branch (or headquarters) had been using stamps
perforated SCS as early as 1874 -- without any interference
from the postal authorities, as witnessed by a cover in the
possession of this writer, with a 25 cts . Seated Helvetia on
a double rate letter abroad, complementing the postal stati-
onery (Tübeli) envelope franking and postmarked 28 Dec .1874.

In Switzerland, too and however, some businessfirms, notably
in the city of Winterthur, had been using their respective
firms' letters, or boxed monograms, to mark their stock of
stamps . Some continued that for a
number of years (Fig .4) while perf-
ins had already been permitted, and
a few additional firms used this
marking on the picture side of the stamp
into the twentieth century . The last firm to do front-side
overprinting was the stamp dealer Bela Szekula in Lucerne
who thus created collectible varieties even after World War
One, until stopped by the postal authorities.

Perfins in Switzerland were used, at latest count, by about
700 different firms, and the two lines of examples
give, to the novice, a good idea of the existing var-
ieties . Most frequently found are one-line hori-
zontal initials . Less frequent are two-line ini-
tials or vertically arranged initials . There are
also actual monograms, some in fancy frames ; and
then one finds all sorts of symbols, abstract de-
signs, or plain numerals.

Almost two thirds of the Swiss user firms have been identi-
fied by now, and the second edition of the Swiss
perfins catalogue, promised for six years by its authors in Switzer-
land, may yet be published within the next twelve months . It
will contain all the latest findings ; but it will not
contain prices because that would be directly playing into the
hands of forgers (since anyone can get hold of a discarded
perfin machine and create, from the cheapest used stamps,
new and rare designs if so desired :).

The highest use of perfins in Switzerland occurred between
about 1900 and 1930 . Since then use has decreased steadily
-- especially since meters came into existence -- and today
nary a firm wants to go through the complicated process of
first buying, then perforating and then affixing, by hand or
machine, such stamps . But perfins are still permitted, or
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tolerated by the Swiss PTT although they are no longer spe -
cifically mentioned in the PTT Manual or regulations since 1967.
Which Swiss stamps and postal paper exist with perfin de-
signs? Well : almost every regular issue stamp from the Hel-
vetia design of 1862 - 1883 on through the Building Series of
1960 ; almost all commemoratives from the UPU issue of 1900
through issues of after 1970 ; Europa stamps ; almost all Pro
Juventute stamps through about 1970 ; some airmails and Pro
Patria issues, as well as any number of Swiss revenue stamps.

Figure seven gives you an idea of what to look for . Even
the Swiss government utilized a perfin device of
a nine-hole cross design to mark stamps used by
government agencies to addresses abroad, or to
pay special fees such as registration, COD, or
special delivery ; or to serve as return postage
to them (such as books returned to the National
Library) . These stamps -- not catalogued by Scott
-- (so what else is new) were issued between
1935 and 1938 . They are very much collectible,

and they have been extensively forged . Thus do not acquire
them unless you have a certificate of authenticity accomp-
anying them, or if they are used on cover, at the right time.
Figure 8 depicts such an official cross perfin stamp.
Naturally, at this point one should spend a moment at the
pricing situation . Until the first issue of the Swiss Perf-
in Catalogue, appeared, 99% of all collectors threw perfins
out, or gave them, with a pitying smile, free to those few
nuts who collected them . But about three months after the
catalogue hit Switzerland, perfins disappeared from the mar-
ket, to reappear at enormously fancy prices a few years af-
ter, at dealers, bourses, or even auctions : and what had
been throw-away junk is now being peddled at highly inflat-
ed prices (in this viewer's opinion) to the suddenly numer-
ous collectors of this sideline of Swiss philately.
On cover -- since such an item serves to identify the user
-- perfins are decent property, and by now a minimum price
of about $3. per cover is expectable -- more for Pro Juven-
tutes and such . But in loose form perfins are still in a
way damaged stamps, and to a fellow who wanted for a Scott
B3, off cover, three times the price of a regularly used
one, one could only say : sorry; beat it. More than 25% of
catalogue value for an unperfined stamp should not be paid
for a perfin; but you know òf course what some collectors
will do or pay notwithstanding such advice: -- By the way:
perfins in mint, or unused form are barely existing . No
firm wanted to get stuck with unused postage . That s why .
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SECTION I -- HISTORICAL

(Start of Page 9 of book and start of Section 1 - Historical)

1 . HISTORICAL

On April 1, 1882, a new series of stamps was issued by direction
of the postal authorities of Switzerland. To begin with, it
included 12 values produced in two different methods of printing
and is known in philatelic circles by the names of "Cross and
Numerals" for the smaller values, which were produced by letter-
press printing, and "Standing Helvetia", named in description of
its motif, for the higher values, which were printed from copper-
engraved plates.

Since the post office had produced its stamps for the past 28
years by a combination method of letterpress and embossed print-
ing, the change to another printing method and the resultant
lack of experience with the new method led inevitably to the
result that the history of the creation of this new issue of
stamps is very many-sided and interesting. An understanding
thereof lets the collector who devotes himself to the study of
these issues an understanding of many things more clearly ; yes,
it opens up to him a gripping bit of postal history.

After the end of the Franco-German War of 1870-71, there began in
Europe a strong development of commerce and communications.
Politically, the first total revision of the Swiss federal consti-
tution was accomplished in 1874 . And in 1877 the first law
governing labor in factories was voted . Railroad lines, operated
by private companies, developed an ever-more dense net over the
transportation routes of Switzerland . In 1871, construction was
begun on the Gotthard rail line, and in 1882 the completed road
going through from Lucerne to Milan was ready to be put into use.
The evolution from an agricultural to an industrial state was
constantly more pronounced . This development also had to have
consequences for postal activities . In 1872 the establishment
of the Universal Postal Union was accomplished, with its rules
and regulations put into force in the following year, 1875 . It
was the logical consequence of all these circumstances that
written communications and, therby, the use of postage stamps
increased considerably.

The creation of postage stamps was turned over to the Swiss
federal mint in 1852, and it began its own production in the year
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1854 . Then, from 1873 on, the printing of the entire needs of
the postal service for stamps, postcards, and postal wrappers was
turned over to a private company under a contract of the Swiss
confederation and under the direction of Albert Escher, director
of the mint . But after Escher's death in 1879 and upon the
expiration of the contract in 1882, the arrangement was not renewed.

Use of the printing method involving a combination of embossing
and letterpress printing, together of the two available but
aging knee-lever presses which remained over from the time of
the imperforate "Seated Helvetia" stamp issue (1854—62) resulted
in a situation in which the postal service could produce the
necessary stamps only through the most extreme efforts . Thus,
there exists in the federal archives a document of the postage
stamp control office addressed to the secretariat general of the
postage stamp control office addressed to the secretariat general
of the postal service and dated February 14, 1878, which describes
the situation at that time in the following manner:

"Already since last November, the use of postage stamps has
increased by so much that we were forced to increase our orders
from our producer . For the months of November and December, our
supplier was ably to deliver only our requirements of the districts;
it was impossible to supply our full orders, in which
we considered the increased usage, and that resulted in a reduct-
ion of our already small reserves . The increased printing times
demanded of the supplier were still not sufficient for the stamp
printer, so that we were required to provide additional materials
as soon as possible as well as pressing for increases in the
number of printers . It was, therefore, that a third press was
ordered from the work place of the fabricator, Messers . Marcuard,
with the intention of putting it into operation at the beginning
of the current month.

(Start of Page 10 of book, continuation of Section 1 .)

That third press, however, has still not
been delivered by the Messers . Marcuard to this day, and it can,
it is anticipated, only be put into use next month ."

Because of the introduction of franking of mail by means of
postage stamps, the orders for such stamps by the postal
divisions has increased to such an extent that extraordinary measures
must now be taken to fabricate them, so that now extraordinary
measures must be taken to produce the stamps and it is necessary
that the fabricator, Herr Escher, must be authorized to hire twice
as much personnel and to work day and night, with the exception
of Sundays, the shifts to change each morning and evening at 7
o'clock . With these exceptional measures, we hope to make do
until the third press can be put into operation . Even upon
installation of this new press, we still expect to have to continue
with the night work for some time, in order to build up the
required reserve stocks as compared to the expected requirements.

In order to justify the measures which we have taken, we believe
it justified to accompany our communication with the following
table of numbers:

Ordered from printer
Delivered by
Printer

Sent to
Divisions

1877 November 5,400,000 4,951,075 4,487,500
1877 December 6,200,000 4,749,075 4,725,000
1878 January 6,600,000 4,753,075 6,678,500
1878 February 8,000,000

(signed) Office of Stamp Control."
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Furthermore, the head of the office of Posts, Eugene Borel, had
already submitted a report to the Federal Counsel dated November
5, 1873, (classified in the archives as number 482/56) in which
he detailed the difficulties encountered in the delivery of
postage stampa . A dispute developed, also, with the director of
the mint, Albert Escher, over the subject of payment for the
quantities ordered but not delivered.

It is to be understood that various voices were raised as a result
of this unsatisfactory situation, which had gone on for some years,
seeking the establishment of an office to be responsible for the
printing of postage stamps . The general public, also, began to
express itself ever louder with the wish that a change be made
in the stamps which had now been in use for 18 years . So it
came to pass that in 1879, the first steps were taken toward
the issuance of new postage stamps . And as a result, a contract
was developed between the chief of section Lutz and the engraver
Carl Hasert, dated November 12, 1879, in Stuttgart, in which
it was contemplated that original designs should be delivered for
eleven different values ranging from a 2-centimes stamp to a
highest value of five francs . Further, it was agreed that five
different sketches should be delivered . In due time, from the
ten drawings which were eventually delivered, the "Cross and
Number" stamp design was chosen .

END OF
Part 1 -- Second Installment

POSTMARKS
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Member Ken Barlow wants toknow
(after having read

the St.Gotthard article in December TELL)
why the word "Heimat" is not
understood by judges in this
country . Well, being a judge
myself, I have noted that the
topical judges in this country
are a very special breed of
their own . They lean, at present,
much more (and still) toward
the truly thematic collections
of birds, bees, planes, trains
and such (and have just about
come to an agreement on how to
judge these exhibits . -- Give
them ten years, Ken, and they
will come along to the "Heimat"
or " parts of my fatherland"
style of collecting! Until then
just consider yourself a pioneer.

PS : the APS has issued a hand-
book on judging which makes ra-
ther interesting reading.

United Nations Geneva issues,
on March 18, 1983, two stamps
in the denominations of 0.40
and 0 .80 Fr. on the theme of
"Safety at Sea ." One
stamp depicts a ship and a lighthouse;
the other a life-boat . These
two stamps belong to the set
of six issued for the United
Nations' three postal admini-
strations in NY, Geneva, and
Vienna.

In one of last January'sLinn's
Stamp News there was that de-
lightful story headed "Museum ' s
rarity turns out to be forgery . "
It seems that the Cardinal
Spellman Philatelic Museum did
not bother, at the time of re-
ceipt of the piece, to check
out that 2½ Rp. Poste Locale.
After it appeared in blown up
reproduction in Linn ' s, at least
one collector recognized, from
the illustration, that it was
a forgery, said so, and now has
the satisfaction of being pro-
ven right .

If you were to visit Switzerland and
stand in front of one of those Select-

ronic vending machines that dispense
postage tickets at your choice from

5 cts to 99.95 Fr. (in 5 cts increments)

how many tickets would you get and how

much change would you need to carry in

your pockets? Well, you will receive a

total of 1999 tickets and it will cost

you the tidy sum of 99,990 sFr., about

$50,000 . The Swiss are so used today to

vending machines and all other kinds of
"Automaten" (invented out of necessity

as a result of chronic labor shortages

during the boom times of the 60's and

70's) that the introduction of one more

for postage tickets did hardly produce

e stampede among collectors.
Not so in Germany . Their new "com-

puter" stampe were ready last July. The

philatelic agency in Weiden prepared

itself for months for an onslaught by
collectors and investors to the tune of

an estimated 25 million OM in orders

(about 610,000,000) . They also reported

seven orders for complete sets (that's

about $280,000!) German thoroughness
seems to have still no limits today.

Can you imagine how thrilling it must
be sitting in front of a fireplace,

sipping on your favorite brandy and
leafing through your album pages with

2000 identical computer labels, counting
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, etc . How is that

for an expensive sleeping pill . ..

Recently I "squired" this set in an

auction . My preliminary inspection under
continued on back cover
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The illustration below as well as the next 4 pages have been supplied by a

member in response to the short article we carried by Mr . Kehr, page 27, 1/83.
You will agree with me that they not only show exquisite material but also are

presented with the finest of taste . Unfortunately, our rather limited print

quality and the basic small format of TELL will put a damper on the whole thing,
but to alleviate part of these shortcomings I have turned the pages around so

you can view them uncut and in full size . I sincerely hope that this selection
will stimulate others to share some of their finer album pages with the other

members through the pages of TELL.

The illustration below represents a recess proof pulled from the cog wheel
described earlier . Actually, this item was being used as a paper weight in a

stamp dealer's shop when recognized in 1961 and subsequently sold to the PTT.

The proof is Girardet's essay of 1904, straight serif, which was not accepted
for the new steel plates . The early Müllhaupt proofs have a totally different

framing of the bottom 25
(single clichés) only.

has been defaced

and occur in die proofs
Note that each field

with a punch mark .
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by Dale R . Eggen BOOKMARKS

DONATIONS TO LIBRARY

From Mr . Robert Hürlimann:

Another special thanks to Robert Hürlimann of Biel, Switzer-
land for some additional donations to our Library as follows:

1. Die Internationalen Antwortscheine der Schweiz und der
UN-Postverwaltung in Genf (The international Reply
Coupons of Switzerland and UNO-Geneva) by the Internation-
al Reply Coupon Society . 1981, 47 pages . In German.

2. Streiflichter aus der bernischen Postgeschichte (Postal
History of Bern) by Paul E . Heineger . 1978, 116 pages.
In German.

3. Die Ausgabe Stehende Helvetia — 1882 - 1907 (The Standing
Helvetia Issue) by Ed . Rüttimann . 1940's ??, 44 pages.
In German.

From the Swiss Philatelic Society of Basel:

Mr . Klaus Känzig of Reinach, BL, Switzerland, who is President
of the Swiss Philatelic Society of Basel, has donated to us a copy
of their Society's recently published work

Schweiz Neu Klassierung der "Strubel" Ausgaben sitzende Helvetia
ungezähnt . 1854-1862 / Suisse Classification nouvelle des
emissions "Strubel" Helvétie assise non dentelée . 1854-1862

Author: Walter d'Aujourd'hui of Basel
Publisher and Editor: Schweizerischer Philatelisten-Verein

Basel
Published 1982, 67 pages . In both German and French

This is a must for all interested in the "Strubel" issue . See book
review on page 117 of the May, 1982 issue of TELL (Vol . VIII, No . 5)

SPECIAL NOTE : All the above are still in my possession as I have
not yet had time to turn them over to our Librarian, Dick Hall.
If someone has urgent need, let me know and attempts to get the
particular work to Dick as quick as possible will be made.

MY LAST "BOOKMARKS" COLUMN

I very much hope you have enjoyed the "BOOKMARKS" column.
Duties of being President leave no time for further columns on my
part . Felix Ganz has so graciously consented to keep up the
reporting on the items the "BOOKMARKS" column has contained in the
past. If he will be using the "BOOKMARKS" heading or not I do not
know . But this type of information will continue to be made
available for those interested. If others are interested in helping
with this column, please let Henry or Felix know . People want to
see more information which means we need some more regular contri-
butors.
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Censored Mail from Switzerland

	

(part 3)
World War II period 1939 - 1947

E .C .Walton

GERMAN CENSORSHIP PROCEDURE ALTERNATIVES
At various times during this period the German censorship
underwent some changes.
During October, 1943 problems seem to have occurred as exem-
plified by a cover from Chaux-de-Fonds 1 (sic .) 1 .X .43 .
After opening and receiving censor numbering 7012-7/3+1,
indicating the date of processing on October 7, of contents
consisting of three sheets and one enclosure, the cover was
closed with a brown paper gummed tape, tied to the cover
with the Berlin censor handstamp (Fig .16 & 17) . This stamp
was normally reserved to indicate an item that did not re-
quire opening . Examples include obvious philatelic mail
and also a cover addressed to Cardinal Spellman . It was usu-
ally employed when heavy traffic required faster than usual

clearance of backlogged mail . The 'A' probably stands for
'AUSLANDSPRUFSTELLE' ( F oreign Censor Station) followed by
the censor station letter, although it has also been sugges-
ted that 'A' stands for 'ABWEHR' (Counterintelligence) . In
March 1944 the number indicating the number of sheets in an
envelope was dropped, and frequently one finds only one
examiner's number later in 19 44, probably due to personnel
shortages.
In general, however, the Berlin station seemed to function
very efficiently, even during periods of heavy bombardment.

MAIL TO SOUTH AMERICA

During this same period mail to South America received quite
similar treatment to that given North American and U .K . mail,
distinguished though at the Berlin station with a registra-
tion number written with red crayon .
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Rather typical of airmail to Argentina is a cover dated at
Vallorbe, 30.VII.43 (Fi g .18) which was processed in Berlin
on the 3rd of August . after receiving the red registration
number 814a and the two examiner's numbers 7166/3/1 and
361/1 . It was sealed with the regular Berlin O .K .W . sealer
and handstamp . Flown from Berlin to Lisbon it received the
arrival stam p Lisboa Central 5 .8 .'3 . Forwarded via U .S . ter-
ritory ( probably New York) the cover was opened by U .S . Ex-
aminer 2867, before onward transmission to Argentina . Another
cover, sent from La Chaux-de-Fonds 12 .XI .43, censored in
Berlin on November 17, arrived in Buenos Aires January 31, 44
after being censored in the U .S . as well.

Surface mail on the other hand was routed via Paris for
German censorship, as indicated by the letter x on the clo-
ser tape . an example of this is provided by a cover cancelled
Le Sentier, 4 .IV .44, to Buenos Aires . which was censored in
Paris and then carried to Lisbon by train, from where it was
airlifted to England before being sent on to Argentina . On
the way it was intercepted in Trinidad/Tobago for censoring
by the British authorities . These used the closer tape P .C .90
with the identifying letters IE/, followed by the censor
number, in this case IE/8721 . Unfortunately there is no ar-
rival date, but such sea mail could be in transit for nine
months . It is known that the Trinidad/Tobago station inter-
cepted South American-bound traffic as early as April1942
which arrived from Switzerland by way of Lisbon and Great
Britain . At the time this station used a P .C .90 Form 167
closer similar to the Bermuda closer, but with examiner's
numbers in the 8000 series (Fig .19) .
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EUROPEAN LIBERATION, JUNE 6, 1944 - DECEMBER 1944

D Day, which marked the landing of Allied liberation forces
on the beaches of Normandy took place on June 6,1944 . The
impact of this decisive turn of events had no discernible
effect on the movement of mail until August 26, when Paris
was liberated.
It should be noted that some indications of disruption did
appear as early as November 1943 ; and Dutton states that an
interruption of service seems to have occurred between Nov.
13, 1943 and Jan . 22, 1944 This may have affected a regis-
tered cover dated Basel, 26 .XI .43, addressed to New York,
which went through the Munich censor station instead of the
Berlin station . It was not opened, but instead received the
circular purple identification stamp (Fig .20), and arrived in
New York Dec . 18, 1943 . Such altern a tive use of the Munich
censor for foreign mail, at about this time was also recorded
by Dutton.
By August 1944, communications in France had deteriorated to
a state which forced the suspension of the overland route for
mail between Paris and Lisbon on August 21 . At the same time,
Swissair stopped flying to Stuttgart and foreign mail via
Berlin was being sent by train from Geneva . On August 23,
Lufthansa suspended the Berlin - Lisbon flights . The Swiss
reacted by ordering all mail intended for the U .K . and Bri-
tish possessions to be returned to the sender . However, this
order was rescinded on August 31 when the DLH flights to
Lisbon were resumed : One such cover, dated Geneva 21 .VIII .44,
to Malta, was intercepted at the collection centre and re-
turned stamped :

Zurück - Retour
Postverkehr eingestellt
Service postal suspendu

This was subsequently crossed out with pencil, when the letter
was reposted at Geneva, 3l .VIII .44 . It reached Berlin on
September 6, and underwent normal censorship . The letter pro-
ceeded to the U .K ., was opened by the British censor and then
closed with P .C .90 (51-8958-W .N .)
A registered cover from Bern, 1 .IX .44 . to the U .S .A ., franked
with the Jubilee of Swiss Air Mail set on the first day of
issue, also reached Berlin, but it was not opened and only
received the censor's A stamp . This cover had the route in-
dication Lissabon - Ne York and was opened by the U .S.
censor.
Still later a cover dated 22 .IX .44, from Luzern to Rochester
N.Y ., reached Berlin on the 28th, receiving the usual cen-
sorship there . Subsequently the cover was opened by the U .S.
Examiner, and arrived at its destination on December 7, as
noted by its recipient . After this date, one no longer en-
counters covers which were censored in Berlin and then
followed the Lisbon route, since the Lufthansa flights to Spain
were discontinued in October . On the other hand, mail inten-
ded for the U .K . was still being sent to Berlin, for by then
arrangements had been made for these to be flown to Sweden
on the DLH/DDL flight via Copenhagen and Malmo to Stockholm.
From there the mail was carried by British aircraft to
Scotland .

* Between Nov .'43 and March'44 . Berlin was subjected to very
heavy bombing attacks, by British and American Airforces .
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Illustrating several interesting aspects of this period is a
cover dated St .Gallen, 14 .XI .44, addressed to St .Albans in
the U .K . It reached Berlin on the 22nd as noted by the
German censor (Fig .21) . Censoring duties were now the res-
ponsibility of the S .S . who had replaced the O .K .W . on July
20, 1944, retaining however the former labels and hand stamps
for a time . This cover also illustrates the use of the re-
cently introduced S .S . hand stamp "Zensurstelle b Geprüft ."
The cover then traveled on the November 29 DLH flight to
Stockholm . In the vicinity of Falsterbo on the southern tip
of Sweden, the aircraft was shot down by a German (!) night
fighter, but the mail was recovered and forwarded by the
Swedish authorities, after being stamped "Damaged through
an air plane accident in course of conveyance ." On arrival
in England the British censor opened the cover, sealing it
with the continuous P .C .90 closer and adding explanations
P.C.5 and P .C .137 for the condition of the cover.

What specific factors determined the direction in which
mail was sent from Switzerland is not clear . Whereas one
cover to the U .K . went via Berlin, another one dated Geneva
1'7 .X .44 to Malta, clearly did not, but was flown to England
by O .A .T . (Overseas Air Transport),(Fig .22), where it was
opened by the British censor before being sent on to Yalta.
Perhaps that this was a Red Cross letter, may have given it
priority status over ordinary mail to the U .K . In any event
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it qualified for the difficult trio from Switzerland to
Spain across a land severely disrupted by the recent figh-
ting . Another cover to Buenos Aires, dated Vallorbe, ; .X .44
(although franked for air mail, the air mail sticker was
crossed out with a double lined 'X' hand
stamp), also followed the French overland route and received French censor-
ship as well. (Fig.23).

The only Italian representation in this study is a registered
cover to Vicenza (in Northern Italy), sent from Bad Ragaz,
30.IX.44 . The letter first went to Munich where it received
German censorship and was sealed with the regular O .K .W.
closer, with the station letter 'd' but tied to the cover by
the red S .S . hand stamp "Geprüft * Zensurstelle" . The exami-
ners applied their usual identifying numbers in red, and the
sorting (?) letter B . On arrival in Italy the cover was also
opened by the Italian censor who then applied a closer over
the German seal, tied to the cover with a purple hand stamp
'COMMISSIONE PROVG CENSURE 60R' and dated 28 OTT 1944 (28
October). The transit time of 28 days is quite long, sug g es-
ting travel difficulties in this late stage of the war . This
northern area of Italy remained under German control until
April 29, 1945 (Fig .24)

RETURN TO PEACE, DECEMBER 1944 - JUNE 1947
Following a period of turmoil immediately after the Allied
landing in France, public services were being resumed as the
liberation of Europe progressed on several fronts by December
1944, in spite of determined German opposition . Transporta-
tion facilities were being restored and on December 11, 1944
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the Swiss PTT announced that mail to the U .K . and Western
nations would be collected at Geneva 1, to be taken across
France by train to Dieppe and through the Channel by boat.
Cherbourg was added a little later as a port of departure for
mail to the U .S .A.
The mail from Europe was still subject to censorship in the
country of destination, the sealer being of the usual types,
i .e . transparent (Scotch) tape in the U .S .A ., P .C .90 labels
in the U .K . and transparent paper tape in Canada.
After signing of the Allied-German Armistice on May 7, 1945,
mail to Germany and Austria was subject to censorship by the
Allied occupational forces . In the British zone the continu-
ous P.C.90 closer was used to seal covers after examination,
which were then stamped with a circular hand stamp " MILITARY
CENSORSHIP CIVIL MAILS" with a central five digit number . (E 25)

The American zone which included Bavaria used a transparent
plastic tape imprinted "OPENED BY MIL . CEN .-CIVIL MAILS" and
a metered imprint "U .S . CIVIL CENSORSHIP" with the name of
the censor station (e .g . KULMBACH, Fig .26) . The cover illus-
trated was sent from Zürich . 24 .III .47 . There were numerous
variations on the type of markings used, among both the
British and the Americans, depending on the censor unit.
The French forces occupied the Rhineland and Austrian zones.
In the latter, Innsbruck was the major censor station, iden-
tified by the letters IKA central in the Censor's hand stamp.
Different types of gummed paper closers were used imprinted
with "CONTROLE' . Fig .2 7 illustrates such a cover from Basel.
18.V1.47 . While this is the last date for censorship of a
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civilian postal item in this survey . it is by no means the
end of the story of censorship of Swiss mails during World
War II . In addition to the areas surveyed in this article,
there is at least as much that remains to be explored and re-

searched.
However it's as well to have left something for another time
and hopefully to have stimulated interest and discussion of
this aspect of postal history .

The End

Notes 11 . LMCD XVI (8/"6p62) H .N.L.
12. LMCD XVI (8/76p62) H .N.L.
13. LMCD XVI (8/'76p62) H .N .L.
14. Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbuch (1978) UF4 B6b

pub . Schweizerischer Aerophilatelisten-Verein
15. LMCD XIX (10/76p 77) H.N.L.

Errata Under part 1, page 7 of January issue, 25th line, November 1947

should reed November 1974 .
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continued from page 82

regular 8x magnification and incandes-

cent light revealed no major problems,
one tiny exception : a slightly rough

spot (about 2 mm circ .) on the gum side
of 166 . A closer look with the help of

the magic lamp - UV - revealed an a-
droitly disguised repair. Subsequently,

the set was donated by the auctioneer
to be disposed of . Two morals in this

little episode : There are unscrupulous
characters out there that will not hes-

itate from altering material that sells
as low as 10-25 bucks, and if you want

to get serious about older stuff don't
wait a minute longer to add a UV-lamp
to your own survival kit.

•

Herewith the answers to the quiz that

appeared in last month ' s issue on p .55.

1. Medieval postal couriers
2. Women's Army Auxiliary
3. Geneva and Zurich
4. Trains
5. Alpine herdsmen
6. Barber
7. Dandelion
8. A dirigible
9. Swiss National Philatelic Exhibition at Zürich

10. Bacteriologist
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